he future of work is flexible
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Most organizations are moving towards hybrid work, a blended model where some employees return to the
workplace some of the time and others continue working remotely. This new way of working will create
new opportunities, and new risks.
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The rest of leaders (38%) expect
employees to be in the office 3-4
days per week.
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Most organizations have hired a significant
percentage of their workforce during COVID
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Top priorities for HR leaders in 2021
% of leaders who cited these as top priorities

Nudges set teams up for hybrid success
drive measurable

improvement
reating and maintaining a strong culture in a hybrid workplace
requires the ability to adjust quickly and activate every single
employee; only 3% of initiatives succeed without engaging the
frontline¹. 

C

That’s where nudges come in. Humu nudges allow leaders to
promote better ways of working, without creating extra work.
Customized to the individual, nudges make continued action
easy—and have been proven to drive measurable improvement
in remote and hybrid environments.

96%

of hybrid teams say nudges drive noticeable change

90%

of hybrid teams say their managers get noticeably better

54%

teams are 54% less likely to say working remotely is a
barrier to growth

Set a hybrid example

Be purposeful about in-person time

As a leader, your actions have a big
impact on organizational norms.  
To normalize a hybrid model and signal
to everyone that it’s okay to work
remotely some of the time, make sure
you work outside the office at least
once or twice a week, too.

Make a list of what you’d like to prioritize
when your team is together in-person. You
might include

Kick-off with a question
To bring your teammates together, start
meeting with a quick prompt everyone
can answer. Try asking
What food is underrated
What was a personal win for you this
week
What new habits or routines have you
tried recently?

Rebuilding relationship
Onboarding new hire
Meetings that require a lot of
cross-functional collaboratio
Performance-related conversations

Offer your people the customized support they need to thrive in a hybrid environment. 

Reach out at hello@humu.com today.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/the-people-power-of-transformations

